To

All Heads of Telecom Circles,
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited*
(*Recruiting Circles only)

Sub: Extension of benefits to Direct Recruit Junior Engineers also selected as JTOs through GATE------Clarifications regarding.

I am directed to say that several references have been received in this office from different Circles/individuals with regard to transfer of Bond agreement/other formalities in respect of Junior Engineers selected through open market and also selected as JTOs through GATE in other Circles of BSNL. It is reported that in many Circles, several candidates selected as JTO through GATE are undergoing pre-appointment formalities either in JE cadre or are undergoing induction training of JE at present. The pre-appointment formalities of JTO are likely to start and these selected candidates are not willing to complete JE training and want to be relieved from JE training immediately for joining JTO training. The matter has been examined in details by taking into account all pros and cons associated with the instant issue. It is hereby clarified as under:-

(i) Such candidates who are either undergoing JE training or have yet to undergo JE training but have completed pre-appointment formalities viz. Bond Agreement etc., may be allowed to leave the JE training immediately and their Bond Agreement may be transferred to the Circles in which they have been selected as JTOs. These candidates selected as DR-JTO through GATE shall execute a fresh bond for a period of 5 years. The amount of bond shall be kept as for fresh DR-JTO. The old bond entered in the previous cadre shall be discharged after the signing of the bond of DR-JTO post.

(ii) In respect of those JEs who have completed JE training and have been given provisional appointment as JE may be allowed to submit a Technical resignation and their Bond Agreement may be transferred to the new Circle as per para (i) above.

(iii) The amount of Stipend or cost of training of JE shall not be recovered in any way from these candidates. No fresh process of PVR/CVR etc. shall be carried out in respect of those candidates (JEs), who have been selected as JTO and whose clearance has already been received in JE cadre.
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